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 Stunning makeovers inspire looks for school, parties, interviews, and beyond. Emphasizing
natural splendor, Bobbi advises on the best products and tools for keeping epidermis of each
type flawless, and shares step-by-step techniques for obtaining the prettiest hair, eyes, lips, and
nails.From best-offering author and famed makeup artist Bobbi Brown comes this definitive
beauty publication empowering teenagers and twenty-somethings with age-appropriate makeup
tips, design secrets, and self-esteem boosters. With hundreds of photos of real girls, shots of
celebrity role versions, and Bobbi's best tips from her remarkable job in the cosmetics industry,
Beauty Rules may be the new go-to help for all girls.
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Great book! This book informs me everything I would like to know a bout cosmetics and
application. I think it can help that the guidance is from the professional and not her parents or
aunt, so she'll be more apt to take the information. Her parents and I didn't want her looking just
like a clown, therefore i picked this up. Bobbi Brown is indeed honest in this reserve. Five Stars
My granddaughter loves it. wish i acquired it when i was younger! But 1st, she shares who she
actually is and her basic lifestyle rules. Her best beauty tip is to be happy with who you are.
"Nothing looks better than a big smile," says Dark brown. Think these don't change lives?
Consider eating healthy and exercising.She then moves on to practical life tips, that is really
where beauty begins. Try eating well and shifting the body for 30 moments every day for 7 days.
Then don't do that for 7 days. How did the body feel on week 1? On week 2?" She lists some
(potentially) gross habits and will be offering a groomed option. Got freckles?Brown looks at
skincare and beauty from the within out. Would you like really nice skin without pimples? There
is a way to function that (and camouflage the pimples when they do arrive!). Luckily for us, Bobbi
Brown's "Beauty Rules" can be refreshing, like having a sensible, fun, and down-to-earth gal pal
ready to give you the actual scoop on how to look beautiful. Gets right to the point and lets you
know what you wish to learn. When did you feel down in the dumps? Wear glasses? Too high?
Too small? Brown speaks to everyone and their variations in this book.Have you got a special
occasion? Check out Chapter 14, "Party Time," which includes a Prom Prep Timeline and
something gal's journey to get ready for the prom.While guys may prefer to pretend they don't
care how they appearance, Brown hasn't forgotten about them. Actually, Chapter 18 is focused
on them with, "Let's Hear it for the Boys. Which week do your mood improve? Recommend A
must for teenage girls if you are encouraging natural beauty but they want to experiment with
make up. Brownish cuts to the quick by pointing out that spit is not something and licking your
lips just serves to dry them out more. Guys, get a apparent unscented lip balm that's small
enough to tuck in your skinny jeans pocket.So much beauty advice - so short amount of
time!Makeup 101 doesn't come until Chapter 6, nonetheless it is practical when you read
Brown's words through the entire early chapters. For example, guys, is your idea of moisturizing
to lick your lips when they're dry? a less is even more strategy that i appreciate. Thanks to Bobbi
Brown. It's excellent and features very organic looks, not caked on diva makeup.. (You will want
to maintain it as a reference guideline, as well." Aimed at a teen audience, this textbook-like lead
is well worth the read. Great Book for Tweens I purchased this for my 11 yr old daughter. It is a
great book for Tweens/Youthful Teens it teaches age group appropriate makeup for young girls.
In addition, it teaches about fitness and great eating habits in addition to some fashion tips. My
child loves this book and often refers to it she has also shared it with her close friends. My only
reason for a 4 vs 5 celebrity review is certainly that I desire you can still get the make-up kit that
Bobbi Brown sold to compliment this book. It is the type of publication I wish I had at this age.
Great I love this book. It's ideal for anyone who's into makeup and beauty but it is best for girls
just starting out with make-up.) Do you want to get your skin summer-ready? She is not selling
her products through this book, she truly wants to help people.. body image.
useful/comprehensive Full of so many things We haven't had an opportunity to complete it yet..
Bobbi Brown talked about almost everything! Great reference/suggestions book that will interest
and help most women. I love it. FYI Carries a section on general health and wellness & This book
rocks! What better way to achieve that than with Bobbi Brown's assistance in her publication,
"Beauty Rules. She actually is a fan of being who you are - no matter what that entails, and there
is advice for everyone in this book. Perfect for Young Girls This book was a helpful tool for my
tween daughter. I'm going to get a copy for my daughter too. Whatever Whatever Two Stars so



thus book thought it could have more makeup tips instead healthy living stuff! disappointed
Pretty good This is an excellent book, actually some tips. There is definitely a focus on things like
self-confidence, but overall well worth the money Great publication! wish i got it when i was ..
Good all around book for teenagers This was a gift for my niece who's beginning to get thinking
about makeup.Great beauty and makeup guide for teens With Memorial Day being the unofficial
start to summer, it's time to get your skin summer ready.Dark brown knows ways to get you
gorgeous, and shares her makeup how-to, design secrets, and invaluable life lessons. It teaches
you all the fundamentals in beauty and learns you that beauty is definitely both inside and
outside starting from healthy food to skincare, finding ur style, locks and makeup!. Party
prepared? Five Stars Fantastic for young ladies.. She informs readers where to spend the amount
of money and where inexpensive stuff is better.great life guide, too... Great gift for a pre-teen
interested in makeup Purchased for a pre-teen woman since it focuses on INSIDE beauty and
skincare as much as offering makeup tips. I've been a enthusiast of Bobbi Brown's normal looks
and wish this pre-teen to realize make-up isn't the only focus. Skincare, exercise, and healthy
eating come first. It was something special that she examine cover-to-cover.
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